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i .  INTRODUCTION 
Let n > 2 and T > 1 be fixed positive integers, and let k E {1,2, . . . .  n -  1} be fixed. Let 
{ r l , r2 , . . . , r~} and {Sl,S2,...,sn-k} form a disjoint partit ion of {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  such that  rl < 
r2 < . . .  < r~ and Sl < s2 < " "  < s , -k .  Given a < b with b - a E N, we will use the notation 
[a, bid = {a, a + 1 , . . . ,  b}. Intervals without the subscript d will represent continuous intervals 
e.g., (0, c¢) denotes the positive real numbers. Let Au(m) = u(m + 1) - u(m), and for i > 1, 
define A~u(m) = A(A~-tu(m)) .  
We consider the existence of solutions of the n th order difference quation, 
Anu(m) + f(m, u, Au,..., h" -2u)  = 0, m e [0, T]d, (1.1) 
satisfying the focal boundary  conditions, 
A~'- lu(O) = O, 1 < i < k, 
As~- lu (T+n-  (sj - 1)) = 0, 1 < j < n -  k, 
where f(m, yl,Y2,... ,Yn-x) has singularities at Yi = 0 for 1 < i < n - 1. 
For each 0 < i < n - 2, let 
a i=card  { j l s j> i}+l ,  
and let S~+I = (ai+l, bi+t), where 
ai+l = 0 and bi+l = +c~, if ( -1 )  °' = 1, 
ai+l = -c~ and bi+t = 0, if ( -1 )  0' = -1 .  
(i .2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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Define 
and for 1 < i  < n -  1, 
n-1  
H~-I  = H S~, 
i----1 
n -1  
II 
We will assume that f(m, Yl . . . .  , Y,~-I)  satisfies 
(A) 
(S) 
(c)  
(D) 
f(m, yl , . . .  ,Yn-1) : [0,T]d x H n-1 --* (0, +c¢) is continuous, 
f is decreasing, (increasing), in yi+l for fixed (y l , . . . ,  Yi, Yi+2 . . . .  , yn-1), if (-1) a' = 1, (if 
(-1) a' = -1),  for each 0 _< i < n - 2, 
limu,+l_~0+ f(m, y l , . . . ,  yn-1) = +eo, (limu,+l-.o- f(m, y l , . . . ,  yn-1) = +oo), uniformly 
on compact subsets of [0, T]d x H~+~ 1,if (-1) a' = 1, (if (-1) ~' = -1),  for each 0 < i < n-2 ,  
and 
limu,+~-~+c¢ f(m, Yl , . . . ,  Yn-1) = 0, (limu,+,-~-oo f(m, y l , . . . ,  yn-1) = 0), uniformly on 
compact subsets of [0, T]d x H~i+~ 1, if (-1) a' = 1, (if (-1) ~' = -1), for each 0 < i < n - 2. 
We say that a function v(m) : In, b]d --* R is concave on In, b]d, if for each ml < m2 in In, b]d, 
v(. 2)Cm - ml )  - vCmd(,  - 
~7~ 2 - -  ITt 1 
< v(m) on [ml + 1,m2 -- 1]d. 
We note that, if u is a solution of (1.1), condition (A) implies An-2u(m) is concave on [0, T + 2]d. 
Singular nonlinear boundary value problems arise frequently in applications, and numerous 
studies have used singular differential equations to model these problems when only positive 
solutions are meaningful. See [1-8] and the references therein for a partial overview of the 
literature. 
Recent work has been devoted to discrete versions of singular boundary value problems. The 
results and techniques of this work are motivated most notably by the paper of Wong and 
Agarwal [9] as well as the papers [10-11]. The methods used here, as in [9], involve transforming 
(1.1),(1.2) into a boundary value problem for a second order difference quation and then exploit- 
ing the concavity of solutions for the second order problem. This method was used by Wang [12], 
in the case of singular differential equations, in conjunction with a fixed point theorem due to 
Gatica et al. [4] for mappings that are decreasing with respect o a cone. 
In Section 2, we give preliminary definitions and some properties of cones in a Banach space. 
We also state the fixed point theorem for mappings that are decreasing with respect o a cone. 
In Section 3, we deal with the boundary value problem when neither {r~-l,rk} = {n - 1,n} 
nor {sn-k- l ,Sn-k} = {n-  1,n} holds. Also in that section, (1.1),(1.2) is transformed into a 
second order boundary value problem. Nonsingular perturbations of f axe constructed, and then 
in terms of the perturbations, a sequence of operators i  defined, each term of which is decreasing 
with respect o a cone. The fixed point theorem is applied to obtain a sequence of iterates which 
converges to a positive solution of the second order problem. 
2. A F IXED POINT  THEOREM 
In this section, we state definitions and some properties of cones in a Banach space as in [13]. 
We also state the fixed point theorem from [4] for operators that are decreasing with respect o 
a cone. 
Let B be a Banach space. A closed nonempty subset ~ of B is call a cone if, 
(i) ~u + ~v E ~, for all u, v E ~ and all ~,/3 > O, and 
(ii) u , -u  E K: implies u ~ 0. 
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The cone/C can be used to induce a partial  ordering on B by x < y, for x, y E B, if and only if 
y - x E/C. (For clarity, we may sometimes write x < y (w.r.t./C)). For x, y E B, with x < y, let 
(x, y) denote the closed order interval given by (x, y) = {z E Y I x < z < y}. A cone/C is normal 
in B if there exists an ¢ > 0 such that  lie1 + e211 >_ ¢ for all el ,e2 E/C with Ilelll = lie211 = 1. 
REMARK 1. I f /C is a normal cone in B, then closed order intervals are norm bounded; see [13]. 
We will use the following fixed point theorem found in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ]3 be a Banach space, /C a normai  cone in 13, and E C_ IC be such that if 
x, y E E with x < y, then (x, y) c_ E. Let I: E --* IC be a continuous mapping  that is decreasing 
with respect o IC, and which is compact on any closed order interva/conta ined in E. Suppose 
there exists Xo E E such that I2xo = I(lxo) is defined, and furthermore, Ixo and I2xo are order 
comparable to xo. If either 
(i) Ixo <_ xo and I2xo < Xo, or xo <_ Ixo and Xo <_ I2xo or 
(ii) the complete sequence of iterates {Inxo}n~=o is defined, and there exists Yo e E such that 
Iyo E E and Yo < I~xo, for all n > O, 
then I has a fixed point in E. 
3. EX ISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we apply Theorem 2.1 to a sequence of operators that  are decreasing with 
respect to a cone for a second order boundary value problem that  is related to (1.1),(1.2). The 
fixed points obtained provide a sequence of iterates which converge to a solution of the second 
order boundary  value problem. Concavity of solutions will play a role for this second order 
problem. 
We assume for the remainder of this work that  
{rk-x , rk} # {n-  1,n}, 
and 
{Sn-k - l ,S . -k}  # {n -- 1,n). 
As a consequence, ( -1 )  ~--2 = 1. 
Consider the second order difference quation, 
A2w + f(m, Jn-2w, jn -Sw, . . . ,  Jw, w) = 0, n _> 2, 
together with the boundary  conditions, 
Ar~- ( " - l )w(0)  = 0, 
A°" -~- ( " - l )w  (T + n - ( s , -k  - 1)) = 0, 
where (Jaw)(m), a = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 2, are defined by 
rn--1 
w(0, 
(J lw)(m) = (Jw)(m) = trio 
T+2 
- ~= w(0, 
for m e [0, T + 3]d, and for a > 1, 
m--1 
(Yaw)(m) = r+l+a 
- 
l ffi rn  
for m e [0, T + 2 + a]d. 
m E [0,T]d, (3.1) 
(3.2) 
if rk -1  = n - -  2 ,  
if s . -k -1  = n - 2, 
(3.3) 
if r~ = n - 1 - cx for some i, 
if sj = n - 1 - ~ for some j, 
(3.4) 
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REMARK 2. A(Jaw)(m) = ( J"- lw)(m),a = 2,3, . . .  ,n -  2, m E [0,T + 1 + a]d, A(Jw)(m) = 
w(m), m • [0, T + 2]d, and (-1)a"-2-"(Jaw)(m) >_ O, m • [0,T + 2 + aid. 
REMARK 3. I fw(m) is a solution of (3.1),(3.2), then u(m) = J'~-2w(m) is a solution of (1.1),(1.2). 
Hence, to establish the existence of solutions of (1.1),(1.2), it suffices to establish the existence 
of solutions of (3.1),(3.2). 
Let B = {w : [0, T + 2]d --* R} with norm 
IIwll= max Iw(m)l. 
m6[0,T+2]d 
Then, (B, I1" II) is a Banach space. Let 
r. = {w • B Iw(m) >_ O, m • [0, T + 2]d}. 
Note that ]C is a normal cone in B. Further, let G(m, t) be the Green's function for 
-A2w = 0, Ark-(~-l)w(0) = 0, Aan-h-(n-1)w(T +n - (Sn-k -- 1)) = 0. 
Eloe [14] has shown that G(m,t) > 0 for (re, t) • [1,T + n - (sn-~ - 1) - 1]d x [1,T - 1]d. 
To obtain a solution of (3.1),(3.2), we seek a fixed point of the operator 
T 
Iw(m) = ~ G(m, t)f(t, gn-2w(t), Jn-3w(t), . . . ,  Jw(t), w(t)), m • [0, T + 2]d. 
t=0 
Due to the singularities in f given by condition (C), we cannot define I on all of the cone K:. 
Let g(m) be the discrete function such that 
A~_2g(m ) (T+2-m,  i f rk=nandsn_k=n-1 ,  
= m • [0,T + 2]d, 
m, if rk = n--  1 and Sn-k = n, 
with Aig(m), 0 < i < n -  3, m • [0,T + n - i ]d ,  determined by successive summations and by 
imposing the boundary conditions (1.2). Then, for each 0 > 0 define, 
go(m) = 0 .g(m), m • [0,T + n]d. 
Notice that, for each 0 > 0, 
(-1)~'A~gs(m)>O, 0<i<n-2 ,  m6[O,T+n- i ]d .  
We will assume for the remainder of the paper the condition: 
T (E) For each 0 > 0, 0 < ~'~m=of(m, go(m),Ago(m),... ,A'*-2go(m)) < oo. 
Finally, let D C K: be defined by 
D = {w • B I there exists 8(w) > 0 such that An-2go <_ w (w.r.t. K:)}. 
Then, define I :  T~ --, IC by 
T 
Iw(m) = ~ G(m, t) f  (t, Jn-~w(t), J"-~w(t), . . . ,  Jw(t), w(t)) , m • [0, T + 2]d. (3.5) 
t=0 
Clearly, Iw(m) satisfies the boundary condition, (3.2). Further, since A2(Iw)(rn) = - f (m,  
J"-2w(m), J" -3w(m), . . . ,  Jw(m), w(m)) < O, m • [0,T]d, Iw is concave on [0, T + 2]d. Also, 
for each w • D, Iw • D, and so, I (~)  C_ ~. Finally, if w • IC is a solution of (3.1),(3.2), it 
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follows by the concavity of w that w • 2). Hence, we can conclude that w • Z) is a solution of 
(3.1),(3.2), if and only if Iw = w. 
Our first result establishes a priori bounds on solutions of (3.1),(3.2), that belong to ~. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (A)-(E) hold. Then, for any solution, w • l), o?(3.1),(3.2), there exists 
an R > o such that Ilwll < R. 
PROOF. Notice first that if w is a solution of (3.1),(3.2), 
A2w(m) = - f  (m, Jn-2w(m), Jn-Sw(m),..., Jw(m), w(m)) < O, (3.6) 
for all m • [0, T]d. 
Now suppose the conclusion is false. Then there exists a sequence, {wt} C l), of solutions 
of (3.1),(3.2), such that, 
lim [[wl[[ = co. (3.7) 
l---*oo 
Without loss of generality, we assume that, for I >_ 1, 
Ilwlll-< Ilwl+lll. (3.8) 
CASE 1. rk = n -- 1, s , -k  = n. Since A2wt(m) < 0 on [0,T]d, Awl(m) is decreasing for all 
m • [0,T+ 1]d. Further, Awl (T+ 1) = 0 implies that Awl(m) > 0 on [0,T]d, and Awl(m) >_ 0 
on [0,T + 1]d. These in turn imply that wl(rn) is increasing on [0,T + 1]d and nondecreasing on 
[0,T + 2]d. Using the boundary condition wl(O) = O, we obtain wl(m) > 0 on [1,T + 2]d. Since 
wt(m) is increasing and positive on [1,T + 1]d, we have 
Ilwlll = wl(T + 2) > 0. 
Using the concavity and positivity of wl(m) together with the monotonicity in (3.8), we find 
wl(T + 2) m, 
wl(m) > T + 2 
> Wl(T + 2) 
- T+2 m.  
(3.9) 
Choose 0 = (Wl(T + 2))/(T + 2). Then, for all £, 
wt(m) >_ An-2go(m), m e [0, T + 2]d. (3.10) 
Let M = max(m,t)e[l,T+1]~xll,T_lldG(m,t) > 0. From (3.5), (3.10), and conditions (B) 
and (El, we have for m E [0, T + 2]d 
wt(m) = Zwl(m) 
T 
= E G(rn, t)f (t, Jn-2w(t), Jn-Sw(t),..., Jw(t), w(t)) 
t----O 
T 
<_ M E f (t, go(t), Ago(t),..., An-S go(t), An-2 go(t )) 
t----O 
<_ N, 
for some 0 < N < co. Since m and I are arbitrary, it follows that Hwl[] _< N for all I > I, which 
is a contradiction. 
CASE 2. rk ---- n, sn-~ = n -- 1. Using an argument similar to that in Case 1, we can show that 
Ilwlll = wl(o), (3.11) 
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and that, 
w,(0) 
w, (m) _> ~ (T + 2 - m) 
> w~(O) 
_ T+2(T+2-m) .  
Choose 0 = (Wl(T + 2))/(T + 2). Then, 
(3.12) 
Wl(ra) >_ An-2go(m), m E [0,T + 2]d. (3.13) 
The remainder of the proof of Case 2 proceeds in a manner similar to Case 1. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose (A)-(E) hold. Then for any solution, u, of (1.1),(1.2), with An-2ue~, 
there exists a 7(m) such that An-27(m ) > 0 on [0,T+ 2]d and (-1)~'A~u(m) < (-1)~'AiT(m), 
for m E [0,T + n -  i]d and 0 < i < n -  2. 
PROOF. Let R > 0 be such that Ilwll -< R and recall that w = A"-2u. As in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, An-2u(m) > 0 on [1,T + 1]a and An-Zu(m) > 0 on [0,T + 2]a. And so 
An-2U(m) _< /{, m E [0, T + 2]d. Choose An-27(m ) = R, m E [0, T + 2]d. Sum and apply the 
boundary conditions (1.2) to obtain 
(-1)°' Aiu(m) < (-1)*'A*7(m), m E [0, T + n - i]d, 
and the proof is complete. 
Before proceeding with the existence theorem for (3.1),(3.2), we define a sequence of functions 
which are modifications of f but have none of the singularities of f. First, for I > 1, let ~bl (m) : 
[0, T + 2]d --* [0, +oo) be defined by 
T ( t(n_2) tCn_3) 
el(m) = EG(m, t ) f  t , ( -1 )~°(n_2) ! l , ( -1 )~l  (n -3 ) !  
t=0 
/ , . . . ,  (-1)"-Stl, l) , 
where t(0 denotes the factorial function. It follows from condition (B) that for each t, 
'I/3/(m) __~ 'I/3/..l.l(m ) > 0, m e [0, T -l'- 2]d, 
and from condition (D), 
lim Ct(m) = 0, 
l---*oo 
For each 0 < i < n - 2, define 
_ { [o, +oo1, 
&+l = (-oo,0], 
and, 
• [o, T + 2],~. 
if (-1) ~' = 1, 
if ( -1)"  = - I ,  
n-1 
Ha-1 = H ~" 
i=1 
(3.14) 
f lCm, zja, . . . ,  v.,,- 1) = f (m,  ( -1 )  "0 max{ Iv ,  l, I J " -2 '¢ , (m) l} ,  •. •, 
( -1) ' " -"  max{Iv,-,-21, I J"C'dm) l}', max{y,-,_l,,,/.,,(m)}.). 
Notice Si+l -- 8/+113 {0}, 0 <_ ~ <_ R - 2. Define the sequence of functions fl(m,~ll,... ,~/n-l) : 
[0,T]d x H "-I --* (0,+oo) by 
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For each l >_ 1, ft is continuous and satisfies (B). Also, for I _> 1, 
fl(m, yl,Y2,...,Yn_l) <~ f(m, yl,Y2,..., Yn-1), (3.15) 
on [0,T]d x H n-x, and 
ft(m, yx,Y2,...,Yn-x) <_ f(m, Jn-2¢l(m),Jn-3¢t(m),...,J¢l(m),¢l(m)), (3.16) 
on [0, T]d x H n-1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose (A)-(E) hold. Then, the boundary value problem (3.1),(3.2) has a 
solution, w, such that w(m) > 0 on [1, T + 1]d and w(m) > 0 on [0, T + 2]a. 
PROOF. Begin by defining a sequence of compact maps 11 :/C --./C by 
T 
Itw(m) -~ ~ G(m, t)ft (t, Jn-2w(t), Jn -3w(t ) , . . . ,  Jw(t), wit)) , 
t-~O 
for m E [0, T + 2]d. Now 
m2/ /w(~)  = - f t  (wl,, J -n -2w(w2) ,  J 'm-3W(tT~) ,  . . . , Jw(Tn,), W(TD,)) <~ 0 
for m E [0,T]a. So, Itw is concave on m E [0,T + 2]d. Further, Itw satisfies the boundary 
conditions (3.2) and Itw(ra) > 0 on [1,T + 1]d. Since each fl satisfies condition (B), it follows 
that if wx < w2 (w.r.t./C), then for each I > 1, Ilw2 < ItWl (w.r.t. /C); that is, It is decreasing 
with respect to the cone/C. Also, It(0) > 0 (w.r.t./C) and/2(0) > 0 (w.r.t./C) for each I > 1. 
Hence, It satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 for each l > 1. As a consequence, there exists 
a wt E IC such that Itwt = wt for each I > 1. 
The above observations imply that wt is concave on [0, T + 2]d, wt satisfies the boundary 
conditions (3.2), wt(m) > 0 on [1, T + lid and wt(m) >_ 0 on [0, T + 2]a. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, we have, 
l wl(T+2), i f rk=n- landsn_k=n,  
Ilwtll = wt(0), if rk = n and s , -k  = n -  1. 
The inequality (3.16) implies Itwt < ll~bt (w.r.t./C) for each w~ E/C, I > I. Thus, 
wl = llWl ~ I~ l  (w.r.t. ]C). (3.17) 
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be shown that there exists an 
R > 0 such that, 
I1 ,11 -< R, (3.18) 
for 1 >_ 1. 
We now show that there exists a Q > 0, such that 
Q _< Ilwtll, (3.19) 
for l _> 1. Suppose that (3.19) does not hold. Then, we may assume 
tim Ilwzll = o, |..~ 
which implies 
lira wt (rn) = 0, ra E [0, T + 2]d. (3.20) 
l---*oo 
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Let 
L = rain G(m, t). 
(m,t)e [1,T+ 1]d X [1,T- 1]d 
By condition (C), there exists T/> 0 such that for m • [O,T]d, 0 < lYi] < v}, 1 < i < n - 1, 
1 
f (?n, Yl,...,Yn--1) ~> L(T - 1)" 
From (3.14) and (3.20) and the definitions of Jaw, there exists an lo > I such that for all I > 10, 
and 
0 < I ( J "w l ) (m) l  < 3' 
0 < I(J'~¢l)(m)l < -~ 2' 
And so, for l _> lo and m • [1, T + 1]d, 
m• [O,T + 2 + a]d, 
m• [O,T-{- 2 + a]d, 
a = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  2, (3.21) 
a = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  2. (3.22) 
~l(~) = 
> 
ll~l(m) 
T 
~_, aCre, t)/~(t, J"-2~(t), g"-s~dt) , . . . ,  J~zCt), ~z(t)), 
t=O 
T -1  
L Z fl(t, ( -1)  a° max{ljn-2wl(t)[, jn-2¢l($)l},..., 
tffil 
( -  1) a'-8 max{ IJwl ~'(t) I, [JCl (t)l }, maxlwl (t), 4;l (t) }) 
T-1  
t= l  
T -1  
>L~ 1L(TI--~_ = 1. 
t= l  
In particular, for I >_ lo, wl(m) _> 1 for m E [1, T+l]d, which contradicts (3.20). As a consequence, 
there exists a Q > 0 such that (3.19) holds. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have from the concavity and positivity of wl, 
wl(m) >_ ~ , i f rk=n- l , s , _k=n,  
m • [0, T -{- 2]d, 
~+2(T+ -m) ,  rk=n,s , -k=n- -1 ,  2 if 
>_ An-2gO (m) ,  m • [0, T -{- 2]d, 
where 0 -- Q/(T + 2) > 0. Hence, 
An-2go _< wl (w.r.t. ]C). (3.23) 
Coupling (3.23) and (3.18) yields, for I ~ I, 
A"-2g0 _< wl < R (w.r.t./C). (3.24) 
That is, {wz} belongs to the closed order interval (An-2go, R) c D. When restricted to (An-2g0, 
R), I is a compact mapping and so there exists a subsequence of {lwl } which converges to some 
w* E/C. Relabel this sequence as the original sequence to obtain 
rlm [[lwl - w* [[ = 0. (3.25) 
l-.-*oo 
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The final part of the proof is to show that 
lim IIIw~ - w, II = o. 
1--*~ 
(3.26) 
Let M = maX(m,t )E [1 ,T+l l~x l l ,T_ l ]  ~ G(m,t) > 0 and let O = Q/(T + 2) > 0. Let e > 0 be given. 
Condition (E) implies there exists an N 6 [1,T - 1]d such that 
N T 
c (3.27) y(m, + Y(m, < 
m=0 m=T-N 
The limit (3.14) implies there exists an lo > 1 such that for I _>/o, 
O < ¢l(m) <_ An-2go(m), m 6 [N + l ,T -  N-1]d.  
Aad so, from (3.23) and (3.28), for I _> lo, 
Ct(m) _< An-2go(m) <_ w~(m), m 6 [N + 1, T - N - 1]d. 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
The inequalities in (3.29) imply 
/l(rn, jn-2wt(m), Jn-Zwt(m), . . . , Jwt(m), wt(m)  
= y(m, J"-2wt(m), J"-Sw,(m),..., Jw~(m), wl(m)), 
for l > lo and m E [N + 1, T - N - lid. 
Consequently, for l > lo and m 6 [0, T + 2]d, we have 
(Iwt)(m) - wt(m) = ( Iwt ) ( ra )  - ( I lwt ) (m)  
N 
E G(m, t)f(t, jn-2wt(t),.. .  , Jwt(t), wt(t)) 
t--0 
T 
+ y~ G(m,t)f(t,J~-2w~(t),..., Jwl(t),wl(t)) 
t fT -N  
N 
- E G(m, t)fz(t, J"-2w~(t),..., Jwt(t), wt(t)) 
t=O 
T 
- E G(m,t)f l(t , j"-2w,(t), . . . ,  Jwl(t),wt(t)). 
t=T-N 
(3.30) 
Apply condition (B) and inequalities (3.15), (3.23), and (3.27) to obtain 
[(Iw,)(m) -w,(rn)l < M {~tffio ( f ( t ' Jn-2wt(t)" '"wt(t))  + ft(t ' J~-2w'(t) '""w'(t)))  
+ ~., (f(t, ~-2wl(t),...,wdt)) + fl(t, J"-2wl(t),...,wz(t))) 
t fT -N  
< 2M f(t,J"-2wl(t),...,w~(t)) + E f(t' Jn-2w~(t) .... ,wt(t)) 
t fT -N  
<_ 2M f(t,  go(t),...,A"-2go(t)) + ~ f(t, go(t),...,~"-2go(t)) 
t=T-N 
<¢. 
It follows that []Iwt - w~[[ < 6 for I _>/o, and hence, (3.26) holds. 
i0 J. HENDERSON AND E. R. KAUFMANN 
From (3.25), (3.26), and the triangle inequality, we have 
lira Hwz - w* [[ = 0, 
i--~+oo 
which  impl ies 
Further, 
lira wl = w* • <An-2go, R) C I). 
/ \ 
w*= lhn Iwz= I [ l im wz| =Tw*. 
l-*ov l 
In summary, w* • T~, Iw* = w*, w*(m) > 0 on [1, T + 1]d, and w*(m) >_ 0 on [0, T + 2]d and the 
proof is complete. 
In view of our earlier Remark 3 concerning solutions w of (3.8), (3.9), and the substitution 
u(m) = J"-2(m), we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose (A)-(E) hold. Then the boundary va/ue problem (1.1),(1.2) has a 
solution, u, such that 
( -1 )a 'A iu (m))_  0, me[O,T+n- - i ]d ,  0<i<n-2 .  
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